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SUMMARY 
 
To observe antibodies morphology by electron microscopy  we use avian antibodies. 
The study was do it in the Electron Microscopy Centre in  Babeş-Bolyai University, Cluj. 
In the analysed images we can identify singular forms witch was morphological 
characterised. We observed in the first way the”Y” antibodies forms and such morphological 
aspects. Electron microscopy images relieve great form similarity within quail and hen 
antibodies.   Literature papers confirm the fact in the structural point it is too mach similitude 
within .hen and quails antibodies. To the  anseriform birds, studies  releves a special 
antibodies forms with molecular wight 120 kDa, ( ∆ Fc), without terminal dominies C3-C4. 
Regards in detail the images from this three species, we can observe particular aspects 
in the duck case. 
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Fig.1  Electron microscopy aspects to the hen, quail and duck antibodies 
 
By electron microscopy study was observed a high similarity within quail and hen 
antibodies particular aspects was observed to the duck antibodies when we can observe 
antibodies without terminal domains.    
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